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ABSTRACT
Spoken term detection (STD) popularly involves perform-
ing word or sub-word level speech recognition and indexing
the result. This work challenges the assumption that im-
proved speech recognition accuracy implies better indexing
for STD. Using an index derived from phone lattices, this
paper examines the effect of language model selection on the
relationship between phone recognition accuracy and STD
accuracy. Results suggest that language models usually im-
prove phone recognition accuracy but their inclusion does
not always translate to improved STD accuracy. The find-
ings suggest that using phone recognition accuracy to mea-
sure the quality of an STD index can be problematic, and
highlight the need for an alternative that is more closely
aligned with the goals of the specific detection task.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our speech is being collected and stored in unprecedented
volumes. The utilisation of the vast amounts of information
held therein urgently requires the development of technolo-
gies that allow computers to make these collections accessi-
ble and useful for humans.
To this end, there has been recent interest in the task of
spoken term detection (STD) that requires the detection of
all occurrences of a specified search term of interest, usually
a word or phrase, rapidly and accurately in audio archives
[5].
Generally, STD systems first pre-process the audio to cre-
ate an index for subsequent rapid searching. This index
is almost always compiled from an automatically generated
transcription or lattice representation of the speech, in terms
of words [10] or sub-word units, often phones [14, 1], or the
fusion of some combination of units [4].
A word-level index can provide for accurate term detec-
tion, especially for common terms; however, the necessary
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) de-
coding is relatively slow, and new and rare terms cannot be
easily detected at search time if they are out-of-vocabulary
(OOV). Importantly, these rare and OOV terms are often
precisely the terms that users are most likely to be interested
in. A phonetic index, on the other hand, can be created rel-
atively quickly and is inherently open-vocabulary.
There is thus demand for standalone phonetic indexing
in applications where indexing speed is important, in lan-
guages and domains with insufficient data to train an accu-
rate LVCSR system, and in applications where the detection
of OOV terms is of primary concern. The work presented
here follows on from [9, 11, 12], using phonetic indexing and
search for these reasons.
Whether using words, phones or other sub-word units,
the indexing stage of an STD system almost invariably in-
volves first decoding the speech into sequences or lattices
composed of such units. This is the domain of speech recog-
nition, which is a well-established field. It has generally
been accepted that improved speech recognition accuracy
leads to better indexing for STD. This work challenges that
assumption.
For systems that create an index from the word transcrip-
tion output by LVCSR, it is understandable that recognition
accuracy is found to be quite closely related to STD accu-
racy [10]. However, speech recognition word error rates em-
phasise the recognition of common words rather than rare
words, whereas rare terms are important for STD. Moreover,
if the index is generated from a phone lattice, for example,
rather than a word transcription, it is conceivable that the
relationship between phone recognition accuracy and STD
accuracy might be less tightly coupled. The lack of in-depth
study in this regard means it remains unclear as to whether
speech recognition accuracy is the most appropriate metric
to maximise for STD indexing.1
This paper examines the relationship between the phone
recognition accuracy achieved during indexing2, and the
subsequently achieved STD accuracy, particularly with re-
spect to the effect that language model selection has on this
relationship.
Language models have been widely shown to consistently
improve recognition accuracy [2]. They are naturally suited
to this task because they bias decoding towards common
sequences of words and phones. The suitability of language
models for use in STD indexing is much less well understood.
Results show that language modelling provides improved
phone recognition accuracy. In these experiments, this does
not, however, always translate to improved STD accuracy,
leading to the conclusion that optimising phone recognition
accuracy is not equivalent to optimising STD accuracy.
2. SPOKEN TERM DETECTION SYSTEM
The system is based on Dynamic Match Lattice Spotting
[9]. Indexing is run once to produce a phonetic index that
is independent of the search terms, followed by searching,
which is performed once for each search term, using the in-
dex to detect term occurrences.
2.1 Indexing
The purpose of indexing is to construct a database that
provides fast and robust subsequent search. First, speech
recognition is performed to decode each speech segment, pro-
ducing lattices of multiple phone recognition hypotheses. A
modified Viterbi traversal is then used to traverse these lat-
tices, and emit all phone sequences of a fixed length, N, that
terminate at each node in the lattice. The resulting collec-
tion of phone sequences is then compiled into a sequence
database (SDB), which is effectively a look-up table that re-
turns the location of each occurrence of a particular unique
N-gram phone sequence. As in [11], a value of N = 11 is
used, which limits index size whilst allowing for simple re-
trieval of long sequences.
A mapping from phones to one of 5 phonetic classes is
used to generate a hyper-sequence database (HSDB), which
1Some investigation has been conducted in the past for spo-
ken document retrieval (SDR) [13, 3, 7]. However, STD is
quite different from SDR, as the STD task involves the de-
tection of occurrences of a term, rather than the retrieval of
documents relevant to a query.
2In practice, the ground truth phone transcription is es-
timated from the word-level transcription using forced-
alignment, and this is used to approximately evaluate phone
recognition accuracy.
is a constrained domain representation of the SDB. The re-
sulting two-tier, hierarchical database structure is used at
search time to significantly reduce the search space and al-
low for rapid search. Further details are given in section 2.2
and [12].
The crux of indexing is performing speech recognition to
produce the initial phone lattices. In the experiments of sec-
tion 4, the choices of acoustic and language model are varied,
and for each configuration the phone recognition accuracy
of the 1-best path through the lattices is compared to the
subsequently achieved STD accuracy.
2.2 Search
Once the index has been constructed, the system can ac-
cept search terms in the form of a word or phrase. A pronun-
ciation lexicon is used to convert the term into a sequence
of phones, referred to as the target sequence. Letter-to-
sound rules can be used for OOV terms. Search then con-
sists of retrieving the occurrences of phone sequences from
the database that closely match the target sequence.
The score for each result is the Minimum Edit Distance
(MED) between the indexed phone sequence and the tar-
get sequence. The MED is defined as the minimum possible
sum of the costs of phone substitution, insertion and dele-
tion errors that transform the phone sequence into the tar-
get sequence, and is calculated using dynamic programming.
Some simple optimisations are incorporated to minimise the
number of calculations performed in the process [9]. The
cost of an error is inversely related to the likelihood of it
occurring:
C (error) = − ln (p (error)) , (1)
where p (error) is the likelihood of the error estimated from
a phone recognition confusion matrix generated during de-
velopment [12].
In experiments presented here, search is performed on
indexes produced by decoding with various combinations
of acoustic and language models. A separate set of costs,
C (error), is estimated for search in each index, from a con-
fusion matrix generated by decoding a set of held-out data
using the corresponding combination of models.
For each search term, the target sequence is first
translated into its corresponding hyper-sequence, that is,
sequence of phonetic class labels. MED calculations are
performed for each hyper-sequence entry in the HSDB,
and for only those hyper-sequences with a MED below
a tuned threshold, search continues by calculating the
MED between the target sequence and the corresponding
sets of sequences in the SDB. This threshold (applied to
hyper-sequences in the HSDB) is tuned for each index, and
for terms of each phone length. As discussed in [12], this
configuration provides a good balance between search speed
and search accuracy.
3. EVALUATION PROCEDURE
3.1 Metrics and data
STD accuracy is measured in terms of simultaneously
maximising the percentage of detected occurrences (detec-
tion rate) and minimising the number of false alarms. Due
to the lack of discrete trials, false alarms are usually reported
as a rate per hour of indexed speech.
The popular and well established Figure of Merit (FOM)
is used to report STD accuracy, defined as the average per-
centage of term occurrences detected at each integer value
between 0 and 10 false alarms per search term per hour3.
Evaluation is performed on a 9 hour subset of the Fisher
corpus, three times larger than that used in [5]. A separate 9
hour subset is used for development. A total of 1200 search
terms are chosen randomly from a pool of words that occur
at least once in the evaluation data, with 400 words selected
for each of the lengths of 4 phones, 6 phones, or 8 phones.
Indexing speed is reported as times slower than real-time
(xRT). Search speed is reported in hours of speech searched
per CPU-second per search term (hrs/CPU-sec), averaged
across phone lengths4.
Whilst term selection is a critical step in ensuring a fair
evaluation, it was decided here, as in [12], to avoid introduc-
ing bias by selecting terms randomly, rather than crafting a
set of terms to closely match the kinds expected in a partic-
ular practical deployment.
3.2 Decoding configuration
As mentioned in section 2.1, the crux of indexing is per-
forming speech recognition to produce the initial phone lat-
tices. Various combinations of acoustic and language models
are used, according to the details below, and the resulting
phone recognition accuracies and STD accuracies are exam-
ined in section 4.
3.2.1 Acoustic models
For acoustic modelling, two separate sets of Hidden
Markov Models (HMM’s) are tested, representing common-
place yet contrasting acoustic model configurations tailored
for accurate decoding and for fast decoding, respectively.
The first set of acoustic models is chosen to correspond
to a “standard” large vocabulary speech recognition config-
uration, using a tri-phone topology to give high recognition
accuracy. These tri-phone models are tied-state 16 mixture
tri-phone HMM’s [11], with 3 emitting states.
In contrast, the second set of acoustic models is chosen to
have a reduced complexity based on a mono-phone topology
which is more suitable for the demanding indexing speed
requirements of STD. These models are 32 mixture mono-
phone HMM’s [12], again with 3 emitting states.
Both sets of acoustic models are trained using TIMIT,
WSJ1 and 160 hours of speech from Switchboard-1 Release
2 (SWB). For brevity, these two variations are referred to as
mono-phone (Mono) and tri-phone (Tri) models.
3.2.2 Language models
Two language modelling configuration options are com-
pared in this work using phonotactic and word-level models,
respectively. The use of language models is also contrasted
to omitting any language modelling by using a open-loop
phone recogniser.
Phonotactic models are trained from the same SWB data
as the acoustic models, using a force-aligned phone tran-
3FOM was chosen over a recently proposed alternative, Ac-
tual Term-Weighted Value [5], as it is more intuitive and
avoids the use of a synthetic and subjectively chosen non-
target trial rate.
4For example, 10 hrs/CPU-sec infers that 10 hours of speech
can be searched in one second of CPU time, i.e. 36,000 times
faster than real-time. CPU-sec was used as a measure of
search time in the 2006 NIST STD evaluation [5].
AM LM
Recognition accuracy Indexing
speed (xRT)Word Phone
Mono - - 31% 0.25
Tri - - 46% 3.05
Mono Phone - 41% 0.27
Tri Phone - 58% 3.32
Mono Word 16% 42% 1.50
Table 1: Phone and word recognition accuracy of 1-
best transcription produced by decoding with vari-
ous acoustic (AM) and language (LM) models.
scription. The SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (SRILM)
[8] with default Good-Turing discounting is used for train-
ing these models. When using these phonotactic language
models, a 2-gram model is used in the Viterbi decoding in
the production of the phone lattices. These lattices are then
re-scored using a 4-gram model with HLRescore.
In contrast, a small vocabulary word-level language model
is also tested. This word language model is designed to fa-
cilitate fast, accurate phone recognition for STD, and so
has a very small vocabulary of common words compared
to a language model that may typically be used in a stan-
dard LVCSR system. This uni-gram word language model
is trained from the same SWB data as the phonotactic lan-
guage models plus 285 hrs of transcripts from the Fisher
conversational telephone speech corpus. Again, the SRILM
toolkit with default parameters is used for this training.
3.2.3 Tuned parameters
For each decoding configuration, token insertion penalty
and grammar scale factor are optimised for 1-best phone
recognition accuracy and to balance insertion/deletion er-
rors on held-out data. Lattice generation uses 5 tokens (i.e.
a maximum of five incoming edges to each node), which
provides for good STD accuracy, reasonable index size and
search speed. For each configuration, search is performed
on a range of lattice beam widths, and the highest achieved
FOM is reported.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are performed to examine the relationship
between speech recognition accuracy and STD accuracy,
and the effect of introducing language models into the
indexing process. Initial baseline results using open-loop
decoding are first established. Experiments then investigate
the effects of language model selection. Both phonotactic
language models and small vocabulary word language
models are examined.
4.1 Open-loop
A baseline for phonetic decoding is formed by decoding
without any kind of language model or, more accurately, an
open-loop, which simply implies that each phone can follow
any other phone, where each transition is equally likely.
Rows 1 and 2 of Table 1 show that decoding in such a man-
ner with mono-phone acoustic models results in 31% phone
recognition accuracy, whilst decoding with tri-phone mod-
els results in 46% phone recognition accuracy. This comes
at the cost of 12 times slower indexing, from 4 times faster
than real-time to about 3 times slower than real-time, due
to the increased complexity of the tri-phone models.
AM LM
STD accuracy (FOM) Search speed
(hrs/CPU-sec)4-phn 6-phn 8-phn
Mono - 0.17 0.31 0.38 4
Tri - 0.32 0.53 0.61 5
Mono Phone 0.15 0.35 0.39 15
Tri Phone 0.25 0.52 0.61 32
Mono Word 0.12 0.22 0.25 26
Table 2: STD accuracy (Figure of Merit) and search
speed achieved by searching in indexes created by
decoding with various acoustic (AM) and language
(LM) models.
Rows 1 and 2 of Table 2 show that in this case this im-
provement in phone recognition accuracy does indeed trans-
late to an improvement in STD accuracy. The FOM is im-
proved by 90%, 70% and 60% relative for 4, 6 and 8-phone
terms respectively. This indicates that increasing the com-
plexity of acoustic models is a good approach to improv-
ing STD accuracy, however, this comes at the cost of much
slower indexing.
4.2 Phonotactic language models
Further improvement in phone recognition accuracy can
be achieved by introducing a phonotactic language model,
which aims to bias decoding towards the phone sequences
most likely to occur in the language.
By using the phonotactic language model described in sec-
tion 3.2 in combination with mono-phone acoustic models,
phone recognition accuracy is improved from 31% to 41%
(Table 1, rows 1 and 3). Indexing speed is practically un-
changed. This translates to modest relative improvements in
STD accuracy of 14% and 3% for 6 and 8-phone terms, but
an 11% reduction for 4-phone terms (Table 2, rows 1 and 3).
When the phonotactic language model is used with tri-
phone acoustic models, indexing slows only slightly, and
phone recognition accuracy improves from 46% to 58% (Ta-
ble 1, rows 2 and 4). However, this does not lead to improved
STD accuracy. For 6 and 8-phone terms, the FOM changes
minimally, whereas for 4-phone terms the FOM decreases by
20% (Table 2, rows 2 and 4).
The use of phonotactic language models seems to produce
several interacting effects. Firstly, they can have the effect
of correcting recognition errors that would otherwise have
occurred in the absence of a language model, due to acous-
tic confusability. This explains the consistent and large im-
provements in phone recognition accuracies.
Secondly, they somewhat restrict the output phone se-
quences to those that are most likely to occur, given the
model, thereby producing tighter lattices with fewer alterna-
tive paths. This reduces the size of the index and the number
of MED calculations required during search, dramatically in-
creasing apparent search speed. With mono-phone models,
search speed is increased from 4 to 15 hrs/CPU-sec, and
with tri-phone models, from 5 to 32 hrs/CPU-sec.
Thirdly, they introduce a bias towards phone sequences
that occur most often in the training data. This is effective
for improving phone recognition accuracy, but not necessar-
ily for maximising STD accuracy. In particular, this may in
fact make it more difficult to detect occurrences of search
terms comprised of less common phone sequences. Evidence
that supports this theory can be seen in the reduced perfor-
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Figure 1: STD accuracy (Figure of Merit) using a
tri-phone AM, evaluated for 4-phone terms divided
into four groups, according to the relative phonotac-
tic probability of the terms’ pronunciations.
mance for 4-phone terms, even in the face of large improve-
ments in phone recognition accuracy.
4.2.1 Effect of LM probability on term FOM
To further investigate the cause of the reduced perfor-
mance for 4-phone terms, an analysis was performed to ex-
amine the correlation between phonotactic language model
probability and the effect on term FOM. The log probability
of the pronunciation of each term was first evaluated using
the 4-gram phonotactic language model. The quartiles of
the resulting log probability values were then used to group
the terms according to the probability of each term’s pro-
nunciation, relative to the other terms. Figure 1 shows the
term-weighted average FOM as a function of the terms’ rel-
ative phonotactic probability.
In the case where no phonotactic LM is used, there seems
to be only a small correlation between the phonotactic prob-
ability of a term and the resulting FOM for that term. When
the phonotactic LM is introduced, there is clearly a severe
degradation in FOM for terms whose pronunciations score
poorly against the phonotactic LM. Thus, the combination
of the evidence of a worse overall FOM and this correlation
between phonotactic probability and FOM suggest that the
overall FOM tends to be dominated by search terms with
low phonotactic probability.
Figure 1 presents results using a tri-phone AM and similar
trends are found for the mono-phone AM case.
4.3 Small vocabulary word language models
The system described here is based on phonetic index-
ing and search. Nevertheless, word-level information can be
used during decoding in the process of creating the pho-
netic index. Here, this is achieved by training a word-level
language model, decoding a lattice of words, then expanding
these words into their corresponding sequences of phones us-
ing a pronunciation lexicon, whilst maintaining lattice struc-
ture. This is similar to the approach of [1], except that
lattices are used rather than only the 1-best transcription.
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Figure 2: STD accuracy (Figure of Merit) using a
mono-phone AM, evaluated for all 6-phone terms,
and divided into two groups - those either in or out
of the vocabulary of the 1000 word language model.
Maintaining fast indexing speed is important, hence small
uni-gram language models are used here in conjunction with
mono-phone acoustic models.
The size of the vocabulary of the language model was
tuned by selecting a subset of words with the highest
uni-gram probabilities. A vocabulary of just 1000 words
was found to provide the best phone recognition accuracy.
Whilst ideally the choice of vocabulary could be chosen so
as to maximise STD accuracy, in practice, the speech recog-
nition system used in indexing is often tuned to maximise
speech recognition accuracy (see section 5). Furthermore,
one of the goals of this paper is to examine the strength
of the assumption that optimal phone recognition accuracy
leads to optimal STD accuracy. So, in this regard it is use-
ful to examine the effect of choosing a configuration that
maximises phone recognition accuracy.
Even though the vocabulary of the word language model
is necessarily restricted, open-vocabulary search is still sup-
ported because the word lattices are expanded to phone
lattices before indexing, and search allows for approximate
phone sequence matching. With a small vocabulary, this
language model is expected to heavily favour in-vocabulary
(IV) terms for both phone recognition accuracy and STD
accuracy. However, the question is whether the advantage
for these terms outweighs the relative disadvantage for out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) terms, for overall STD accuracy.
On the evaluation data, a word recognition accuracy of
only 16% is achieved. This is not surprising, given the use
of simple acoustic models and a very small vocabulary. Nev-
ertheless, this leads to an improvement in phone recognition
accuracy from 31% to 42% (Table 1, rows 1 and 5). This
is an even greater improvement than that achieved with the
use of the phonotactic LM, at 41% phone recognition accu-
racy. However, this does not result in improved STD ac-
curacy (Table 2, rows 1 and 5). In fact, detection is much
poorer, with a reduction in FOM of more than 30% relative
for all term lengths.
For 6-phone terms, Figure 2 illustrates that the word lan-
guage model improves the detection of IV terms greatly,
4-phn 6-phn 8-phn
In 25% 12% 5%
Out 75% 88% 95%
Table 3: Proportion of search terms in or out of the
vocabulary of the word language model.
AM LM
Phone recognition accuracy (%)
4-phn 6-phn 8-phn
In Out In Out In Out
Mono - 21 20 22 28 24 26
Mono Phone 25 20 31 32 31 33
Mono Word 27 12 36 24 35 25
Table 4: Phone recognition accuracy, evaluated only
for phones overlapping true occurrences of search
terms, divided into two groups – in or out of the
word language model vocabulary.
at the cost of greatly decreasing the performance for OOV
terms, whilst the introduction of the phonotactic LM im-
proves the FOM for both IV and OOV terms. Similar trends
are found for 4 and 8-phone terms. Importantly, since the
majority of search terms are OOV (as shown in Table 3), due
in part to the small size of the language model, the overall
effect on FOM is a very negative one.
From Table 1, as mentioned, the use of the word lan-
guage model improves overall phone recognition accuracy
from 31% to 42%. Table 4 also reports phone recognition
accuracy, but here it is evaluated only on the phones that
overlap true occurrences of either the IV or OOV search
terms. Using the word language model, the phones of IV
search terms are much better recognised (improved from
22% to 36% for 6-phone terms), whereas the opposite oc-
curs for OOV terms (decreased from 28% to 24%). The
phonotactic language model, on the other hand, has a posi-
tive effect across both IV and OOV terms.
5. DISCUSSION
The results in Section 4 suggest that, for a phonetic STD
system, phone recognition accuracy should not necessarily
be the sole indicator to guide evaluation of index quality.
In practice, however, significant tuning and development of
speech recognition systems is indeed often performed on the
basis of recognition accuracy, before evaluation on an STD
task. There is an assumption that the system with the best
recognition accuracy should necessarily be used for STD in-
dexing. Results presented in this study suggest that this
assumption can be problematic and may lead to solutions
that are far from optimal in terms of STD accuracy.
An alternative metric of index quality, aligned with ex-
pected search terms and the method and goals of the detec-
tion task, could potentially better inform the development
of suitably optimised STD systems and is a matter for on-
going research. A similar observation was drawn for the
task of spoken document retrieval (SDR) in [3], where the
term error rate was suggested as an alternative to word error
rate, as potentially a more appropriate error measure for an
SDR system. Similarly, expected accuracy was introduced
for ranked utterance retrieval in [6].
The results also suggest that the search term OOV rate
can have a substantial impact on STD performance, partic-
ularly if the language model used is not well suited to deal
with OOV terms. This is clearly demonstrated by the dis-
parity in FOM for IV and OOV terms that is brought about
only by the choice of language model. Therefore, this should
be taken into consideration where possible to inform STD
system design.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explores the relationship between phone recog-
nition accuracy and subsequent STD accuracy for a phone-
index based STD system. Particularly, this relationship is
explored in the context of varied language modelling configu-
rations in order to test the assumption that improved speech
recognition accuracy implies improved STD performance.
Experiments show that while language models certainly
do improve phone recognition accuracy, this is not necessar-
ily correlated to STD accuracy. Phonotactic language mod-
els do not greatly improve STD accuracy, despite providing
large gains in phone recognition accuracy. Phonotactic lan-
guage models are, however, useful in improving search speed
by reducing index size. The use of a small vocabulary word
language model, whilst improving phone recognition accu-
racy, can greatly reduce STD accuracy for out-of-vocabulary
search terms.
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